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Despite the increasing interest in the functionality and
humanization of architecture, there are few studies
covering the occupation of buildings and methods to
represent activities in spaces.This article explores new
software for simulating and virtual modeling in order
to facilitate the analysis and visualization of events in
buildings. Of particular importance is programming
the behavior of 3D-characters according to the
probabilistic evolution of activities, and producing
animations and interactive models. This approach was
tested in a study of three emergency units of hospitals
in Chile. Although a full integration of software was
not possible, the process developed (in particular the
subjective tours) demonstrated that the technique can
provide new information about the functioning and
spatiality of the units. In addition, it suggested
operative and architectural improvements supporting
the management and design of facilities.
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1. Introduction
Architectural work is targeted to develop the shape of buildings, but as
stated by Norberg-Schultz [1], it is the activities of people in the spaces
what give meaning to architecture.While the professional media (and many
times the teaching) is mostly devoted to discuss formal styles, lay people
demand more attention to functionality. Perhaps this dichotomy is born out
of the design process’ dependency on static depictions, which suppose the
occupation of spaces, but do not permit the visualization of events nor
incorporate the experience of users on time.
Housing an activity is usually the essential aim of a building. Function has
been historically considered an important part of the architectural design
(integrated as the “utilitas” in the triad of Vitruvius). However, according to
De Zurko [2], the functionality has been mostly related to semantic issues
and only recently oriented to operational concerns. Modern architecture
emphasized in particular the utility of buildings, proposing a radical change
of the constructive concepts, but Tzonis [3] argues that it was more a
disrupt slogan than an analytical process, because it only considered some
hygienic and structural criteria and not to an study of activities. Le
Corbusier [4] coined the term “promenade architecturele” to stand out for
the perception of users walking in the building, and recommended to move
graphic elements on the drawing plans to verify displacements. However, he
did not developed this procedure.
Eventually, Modern buildings were widely criticized for not
accommodating properly the actual behavior of people, and that reaction
inspired new architectural trends but not representation methods to
address fundamental shortcomings of the design process. Just recently
Bernard Tschumi [5] proposed a sequential representation of events (like a
cinematographic strip), which he expressed in his buildings through linear
traces. Nowadays some young architects like Greg Lynn [6] and Van Berkel
& Bos [7] are using animated models of activities to generate innovative
designs, but as specific explorations and not to define a general process.
Hence, we can recognize an increasing interest in acknowledging occupation
of buildings, but a lack of means to study it systematically.
Activities are usually described by verbal statements or body gestures.
Operations management has developed formal schemes (Gantt-charts and
Flow-maps) to represent an organization of activities in time, but not
related to spatial distributions. In the last decades these methods have been
implemented in computational systems and some software have
incorporated statistical analysis to simulate the probabilistic evolution of
processes (Law and Kelton [8]). Currently, the most advanced systems for
process simulation are introducing graphic representation with animated
elements that can depict the movements of people or products in a layout,
in some cases with interactive 3D visualization, but using basic renderings
and not including surroundings.
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Some computer-aided design software initially proposed some
techniques of “space-allocation” based on functional relations between
rooms, but they had not much success or use. Now, the development of 3D
modeling allows a detailed representation of buildings and also humans
bodies along with animation capabilities to simulate walks and postures
(sitting, laying, etc.) as describes Badler et alt. [9].These computational tools
have been used for example by Stansfield [10 ] to develop virtual models of
emergency situations in the battlefield, demonstrating a proper
representation of body activities for training. Furthermore, several research
projects are exploring how to program crowd behavior , using mathematical
formula (e.g., Ruvolo and Wong [11]), and with the goal of improving our
understanding of building evacuation (Helbing et alt. [12]),and circulation in
large facilities (Koutamanis et alt. [13]). In these cases, however, no spatial
representation is being used.The animation of human behaviors in threedimensional environments is a complex graphic task attempted by Ulicny
and Thalmann [14] through the separation of logic processing and
visualization, or by Tecchia et alt. [15] with special rendering algorithms. In
building design, Elkholm [16] proposed recently an adds-on for a CADsoftware that incorporates a detailed description of functional areas in the
project, but without including its expression in time. In summary, there
presently exist diverse computer capabilities that could be applied to study
activities in architectural spaces.
In order to take advantage of probabilistic information generated by the
simulation software and the advanced graphical capabilities of virtual
modeling software, we propose to integrate these systems and analytical
procedures.This approach would also define a general method to represent
activities in building models. To testing this approach in the study of
hospital’s emergency units, is due to the issue that these services require a
configuration closely adjusted to the urgency of its activities. In fact, the
design regulations for emergency units provided by the local authority [17]
and other international guidelines [18] emphasize that building organization
must be based on patients’ flows, although no details or procedures are
given about that and only show examples with reticular layouts.

2. Development
After an initial test of virtual modeling of an emergency unit, we proceeded
to study three regional hospitals. The first one was a private hospital
devoted to labor accidents (“Hospital del Trabajador de Concepción”),
whose emergency unit serves around 20 ,000 patients per year.Then,
“Hospital Regional de Concepcion” was studied, which is the biggest public
hospital in Chile and annually serves about 220 ,000 emergency patients.
Finally, a medium-size public hospital devoted to a local area (“Hospital de
Chillán”) and serving 80 ,000 emergency patients per year was analyzed In
these three cases, our research used a simulation process done with the
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software Arena 4.0 from Systems Modeling Inc. and a virtual modeling with
3D-Studio Max 4.3 and Character Studio 3.1 from Discreet Inc.
The procedure (summarized in Figure 1) began with visits and interviews
to identify, according to the general scope of each institution, the specific
treatments carried out in the unit and their time demands. This provided us
with a better understanding of the processes and resources used (staff,
rooms and equipment) in relation to different work shifts and schedules.
Historical records were also collected (in these cases the “book of
urgency”) to identify the frequency of patient’s arrivals, treatment types,
exams, durations and derivations to other services. In addition, some direct
observations and time measures were made to confirm sequences during
the day and week, and conditions not recorded such as: how rooms and
timetables are used, existing walking paths, body gestures, occasional visitors
and in particular, companions of patients (whose quantity in the service is
almost the same as that of the patients themselves). Later, a logic model was
built in the simulation software in order to reproduce main activities and
relationships, including resources and products transfer (that in these cases
are the patients).The arrivals and activities duration were analyzed by a
statistical package to look for representative mathematical expressions to
reproduce its statistical behavior in the simulation. After that, the simulation
was “ran” in a probabilistic mode for short time periods, getting results
which were then validated with real periods of the historical record and
observations, adjusting the logic and expressions until no significant
statistical difference between the model and the real system was observed.
Although the processes were similar among the three units studied, the
amounts, frequencies and even the sequences presented several differences.
Figure 1. General process.

Simultaneously, layout plans were collected of each unit, verifying on site
the modifications, dimensions and details, taking digital pictures to
supplement the visual observations. A geometrical model in the 3Dsoftware was created using elements from libraries, adjusting them to actual
components and constructive characteristics. Later, a library of virtual
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bodies (geometric meshes) to represent the staff, types of patients and
companions defined in the study was created. Cinematic structures (called
“bipeds” in the software) were attached to the meshes to generate walking
sequences and postures according to the paths identified in the building.
These sequences were divided between room activities and displacements
between them, because different characters can use the same actions as
external files (STP formats).
In the simulation, a draft plan of the unit was imported and graphic
elements were assigned to ‘persons’ variables, defining circulation
trajectories, arrival points and stand modules in some rooms. Other
elements included consisted of a general time-counter and tables with
percentages of current use of resources, and two-dimensional animations
with simple movements of people in the plan to show the functional
behavior of unit on time (Figure 2).This allowed the analysis of the general
operation and its relationships with the building layout. The simulation must
be run until a “regime state” is reached – a time long enough to not be
affected by temporal variations and to get a probabilistic evolution closer to
reality, in some cases this could mean several years (in those situations, nongraphic depictions were used).After that, representative or specials events
were selected (for example the arrival of a massive accident) for recording
results from some modules or counters according the time counter.This
was exported as a text file.
In the virtual modeling of each unit we created a general program (in
the language Max Script) with separate parts for each type of main
characters and variables for arrivals and durations, with a proportional
relation of time so that we could briefly represent a more extended
situation.The programming of each character was associated through
particular functions with the cinematic sequences and structures,
incorporating the walks and postures that are adjusted to avoid collisions
between bodies.The selected characters without relevant movements in the
situation were placed directly and some times included a simple animation
of bodies to not look static. We also defined fixed cameras in panoramic
point-of-views and subjective cameras attached to the head of the main
characters. The program execution read the text file with data from
simulation and generated the animation of the main characters. Movies from
panoramic cameras were later rendered and edited in a digital video
software to show a sequence of activities, or from the subjective cameras
that presents the view of one character in a continuous tour (Figure 3).
Interactive models (in VRML format) were also produced with lower graphic
quality but including the similar point-of-views and animated movements,
adding the capability to navigate freely in the rooms and to watch the
characters’ behavior (Figure 4).Also, a full-screen browser with the use of
VR glasses (configuring the orientation tracker to control the rotations),
allow to obtain an immersive perception of spaces.
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Figure 2. Simulation of one

c

Emergency Unit (Medical Boxes).

Figure 3. 3D Model with Characters

c

(Main Waiting Room).

Figure 4.VRML Model with
Characters (Hallway of Medical
Boxes).

3. Analysis
The approach developed represents activities through animated characters,
identifying their varieties and space evolution.While conventional
descriptions recognize repetitive tasks, abstracted on time and interpreted
as rooms inside the buildings.This conceptual difference implies a more
personalized understanding of functions (which may also encourage different
constructive configurations).
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The integration of systems was progressively implemented in each case,
although it did not reach simultaneous processing as planned at the
beginning of this research.We had expected to be able to link the two
software programs in order to produce 3D animations parallel to the
simulation run.At the end, we only achieved a convergent process and a
sequential exchange of data, because the two methods involved different
temporal magnitudes. For example, in order to reach the steady state of the
simulation of the process within one working day normally required a time
relation of about 1:10 .000 (one real time hour to simulate ten thousand
hours of functioning -little more than a year), which was carried out only in
a numeric mode due to the fact that graphic representation consumed
additional processing time and the animation could not be perceived
properly.The human vision has a time lapse of around 1/20 of second, that
means, in the previous temporal ratio it means to represent positions of
persons every 5 minutes, that normally are so distant in the layout that
cannot be optically linked.The maximum difference perceived like a
continuous displacement is around 10 ° of visual angle per frequency, which
corresponds to a graphical velocity of 2 m/sec. on the screen at regular
distance (one element full crossing the screen in a third of second).Thus,
the fastest movement that can be represented in a layout plan is nearly 200
m/sec. Since the velocity of walking is around 1 m/sec, the biggest temporal
ratio possible is 1:200 (one hour to simulate eight days of operation).
Interior views requires larger representations, this means slower graphical
velocities, so the quicker visualization of body movements (like a fast
projection of film) is around 1:20 , requiring eight hours to represent a
week. On the other hand, the cinematic procedures cannot generate
smooth steps quicker than 1:5 (due to complex geometric rotations), and
the visual attention only can be maintained for a few minutes, then an
animated representation of people can show continuously less than one
hour of real time. In the behaviors programmed in the models, bigger scales
were used in slow actions and smaller scales in walks.This was considered
appropriate because longer activities do not change spatial situation and
tours have more details to analyze.
Then, the body behaviors could only be shown directly for short periods
of time as selective expressions and not extensive representations of the
activities, allowing to understand the specific development of actions but not
their general situation. For this reason, the events must be representative and
not random as it would be the case if one were to film the actual activities in
the facility at any moment. The selection of events must be (a) based on the
most common processes, which involve more people and time occupation
according to the probabilistic analysis, and (b) represented by average
characters and paths, with times and sequences defined by a long run
simulation like a synthesis of probable developments. This procedure is
similar to cinematography or any narrative media which must express long
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time spans in few moments, but with the added burden of having to provide
us with an objective summary of accumulated behaviors.
In order to verify the contribution of 3D representation in the simulation
of activities, we showed the study of one unit (from the “Hospital del
Trabajador de Concepción”) to two different groups of universitary students,
asking them to analyze it as administration managers. Each group was
composed of 20 senior engineering students. To one group, only the process
simulation with the 2D-animation was shown, and to the other group, the
same simulation with the 3D animations and an interactive model.
Afterwards, individuals of both groups answered questions about operative
and spatial features, evaluating also the assurance of their responses.
The answers related to functional matters (like amount of people and
services involved) were similar in both groups, with a little more confidence
in the group with 3D.The answers about spatial distribution and perception
of the services were a 20 % more accurate, and with greater confidence for
the ‘3D group’. Also, in the general questions the group with 3D qualified
the study better.These results suggest that for professionals the 3D
representation not only supplement the understanding of simulation,
particularly in features related to physical organization and user perception,
but also stimulates the confidence in the work, promoting the analysis and
the solutions involved.
The simulations of the three emergency units showed a strong regularity
in the operations, arrivals, times and use of resources, although with specific
differences. For example, the service of the private hospital showed a high
occupation of technical staff , and the big public hospital showed a frequent
over-booking of rooms. In both cases these problems produced mainly an
extension of the time of service by patient.They had a 60 minutes media in
the private institution and 130 minutes in the public hospital. We tested
several changes of resources, conditions or processes and found that the
majority of them decrease good functioning or did not show relevant
effects in the overall behavior, revealing that operations are broadly well
adjusted to services. Differences in the times of circulation, frequencies of
major accidents (unforeseen large service demand), and periods of low
activity, did not affect the total results. But some adjustments of demand or
specific contributions of resources (as to incorporate one worker in the
private unit or three boxes in a total of 42 in the public) showed strong
reductions in the times of service.This demonstrated that in general the
management of units is appropriate (particularly in public services with less
resources and more demand) but they have potential improvements that
would have high impact in the users. Indeed the arrangements suggested are
small in comparison with the big amount of population attended. Also, the
variability and complexity of the activities and displacements usually
mentioned as key difficulties in these services do not seem to play an
important role in the overall performance of the institution.
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Regarding the architectural design of units studied, we found them to be
coherent to the regulations and references in the field (and also to the
general organization of hospitals), using parallel rows of rooms and hallways,
with a small central waiting space area. This layout is apparently due to
constructive rationalization and short distances. The 3D-visualizations and in
particular the subjective animations afforded good simulations of the spatial
perception of frequent patients, companions and staff during the regular
operation of the facility. In the three cases the tours looked complex and
closed, with several turns in similar places, loosing the orientation in the
walkways and interiors. As the occupants of the units are usually in anguish
and tense because of the emergency situation, these characteristics (in
addition to the long time of service attention) generates a bad perception
of these services. Studies of healthcare facilities based on psychological
evidences (e.g., Malkin [18] and Leibrock [19]) recommend to give
information and spatial diversity to the users and staff.Through schemas of
frequents circulations and main areas to stay (Figure 5), we developed
architectural proposals to improve these units by using axial organizations
that reduced turns and corridors while creating bigger waiting rooms with
view to natural outdoors, translucent divisions and skylights. The animations
of these proposals, using similar tours and times as the existing situations,
resulted in better wayfinding and visibility conditions (Figure 6).
b

Figure 5. Schema of Frequent
Trajectories and Stays

The improvements suggested by the operative simulation and 3D
visualizations are complementary and to promote an integral optimization
of services. At the same time, this design study also reveals that in these
units the activities and spaces are not strongly linked, the existing building
does not have the better livings conditions of the occupants nor the design
look defined by the circulations stated, but constructive uniformity. In
addition, a more optimal functioning and spatiality does not appear
dependent on the size of resources, but on a better balance of the situation.
As recent experiences presented by Lawson [20 ] demonstrate a direct
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relationship between architectural characteristics and health conditions in
sanitary facilities. It follows that it is probable that developments suggested
by this research may actually enhance the living for patients and personnel.
Figure 6.Alternative Design for an
Emergency Unit

4. Conclusions
The study of the emergency units revealed that their general functioning is
appropriate to the services required, although there are a few irregularities
that do affect the quality of service.This means that the planning and
management of these entities are roughly adequate but that there are
better arrangements to the existing conditions that are not detected by
traditional procedures.
The quantitative process used to define the resources and the direct
administration of the health facilities provides a gross accomplishment, but a
more optimal situation can be identified with probabilistic simulation. The
spatial organizations of the units follow the suggested layouts but the 3D
visualizations showed that they do not fulfill the intentions proposed and
lack some qualities required for the best living of these facilities. The
detected deficiencies motivate alternative designs that can be verified by the
same means.
The architectural shortcomings are related mostly to the spatial
orientation of the units, visibility and size of places with long-stays in order
to relieve the anguish experience of an emergency and give more flexibility
to activities. The design possibilities studied were based on the concentration
of circulations and spaces, and the development of relationships, distances
and treatments. Our work suggests that a meaningful diversification of
building design contributes more to proper occupation than the constructive
regularity, normally related to a better functionality of facilities. Also, our
research demonstrated that temporal visualizations can collaborate in the
configuration of spaces more adequate to human activities.
Although the analysis reveals a different situation in the management and
design of these services, the development in these two matters are
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convergent, which is supported by the exchange of data and studies. In both
cases, the computational tools incorporated new information with
substantial background and relevant projections that insinuate some
improvements. The studies also suggest a general methodology for
simulation and virtual modeling of activities, not fully integrated between the
two matters, but related enough to analyze the functioning of all kind of
buildings.The 3D representations demonstrated an effective contribution to
the understanding and promotion of simulations, and the probabilistic
analysis supported the certainty of visualizations. This relation justifies the
integrated development of both studies.
The subjective tours were the most expressive representations in the
analysis, developed according to the paths and times obtained from the
simulation analysis, in a temporal scale proper to show the spatial behavior
of activity in a period of visual attention. The reliability of these tours is
based on its geometric and statistical precision. However, animations based
on a brief analysis of facilities and activities could also give interesting
information. In this way, new designs could be studied based on the behavior
of similar facilities. This procedure could be used as a supplement to the
conventional process based on regulations or formal precedents, because
these representations seem to be an effective way to review the functional
development in the spaces. Further research can be done to validate the
suggested methodology, testing the contribution and specific requirements
of each step and in particular evaluating the performance of the suggested
improvements. Also an interesting possibility is to explore more abstracted
temporal representations that could be related more closely to
architectural configurations, in order to really adjust the spaces to the
activities.
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